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ABSTRACT

Purpose: Determination of such an interval of workplace environmental physical factors 
control, which would ensure high monitoring reliability and the minimum data collection and 
processing duration (or cost).

Design/methodology/approach: To achieve the goal were applied: analysis and 
synthesis of known scientific results on the topic of research, statistical analysis, 
mathematical modelling. Statistical data for determining the interval of control was recorded 
at regular intervals.

Findings: A methodology has been developed for determining the interval of workplace 
environmental physical factors values control. It is based on the identification of patterns of 
change in the physical factors values. The algorithm of workplace environmental physical 
factors values control is proposed, which helps to identify cases when the actual values 
of the factors exceed the limit values. The practical application of theoretical propositions 
showed that the correlation coefficient between the factual sample and the sample formed 
using the determined control interval is within 0.74…0.88, which satisfies the condition 
R > 0.5 as intended.

Research limitations/implications: The mechanism for workplace environmental 
physical factors values monitoring was further developed on the basis of forecasting 
changes in the physical factors values and determining the duration of the excess of the 
factors values over the limit. In this study on stationary and conditional stationary processes 
was the focus.

Practical implications: The use of the algorithm that is based on the methodology 
for determining the interval of workplace environmental physical factors values control 
contributes to more effective monitoring of working safety.

Originality/value: For the first time justified by the choice of the control interval of 
workplace environmental physical factors values with acceptable accuracy of the forecast 
that allow to quickly establish working conditions hazard class.
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MATERIALS MANUFACTURING AND PROCESSING

 

1. Introduction 
 

Almost all industries are characterized by the workplace 

environmental physical factors presence, which negatively 

affect human health during employment [1-3]. Wherein the 

worst working conditions in the mining industry (coal) 

[4,5] and in the manufacturing (chemical, metallurgical, 

mechanical engineering) are observed [6-9]. 

The research results convincingly indicate the 

combined effect of workplace environmental physical 

factors on human health, and these factors can be 

considered the most significant in terms of adverse effects 

on workers [10]. This study sets out the results of 

workplace environmental physical factors analysis of 

chemical enterprises, primarily glass and glass products. 

The starting materials for the manufacture of glass are: 

quartz sand (silicon dioxide, SiO2), it’s maximum 

permissible concentration (MPC) – 1 mg/m
3
 at a 

concentration of more than 60%, aerosol mainly fibrogenic 

action); soda ash (sodium carbonate, Na2CO3), it’s MPC – 

2 mg/m
3
); limestone or chalk (calcium carbonates of 

CaCO3), it’s MPC – 2 mg/m
3
). 

Auxiliary materials are: dyes that add a certain colour 

(oxides of lead, copper, boron); silencers, which are 

distributed in the glass in the form of small particles and 

scatter light and form a glass of milky white colour 

(phosphoric acid, fluoride salts); decolourants that 

eliminate the staining of glass from iron oxides (nickel 

oxide, selenium, manganese compounds); clarifiers that 

remove gas inclusions (bubbles) from the melt (arsenic 

trioxide, nitrate); accelerators that accelerate the process of 

glass cooking (compounds of fluorine, boron, chlorine). 

Currently, the main method of assessing occupational 

risk is workplace certification for working conditions, with 

which the conformity of the work environment with its 

normative characteristics according to individual risk 

factors is established [11]. However, this approach does not 

allow evaluating the complex and operational combination 

of the effects of all risk factors on the human body. This is 

due to the fact that occupational hazards factors levels can 

change significantly even with constant technological 

processes. Therefore, it is necessary for the enterprise to 

ensure constant monitoring of workplace environmental 

physical factors values, as well as predict the development 

of these values changes. 

Usually, the environmental physical factors influence 

level on employees can be established expertly, using, in 

particular, the known method of strict ranking [12,13]. 

Specialists who have the necessary knowledge and 

experience in solving such problems are involved in the 

expert survey. In this case, the experts should be familiar 

with the specificity of the equipment and technological 

processes functioning used in the glass and glassware 

manufacturing enterprise, to know the basic provisions of 

the current regulatory documents. 

In the controlling process the working conditions 

condition, an important task is to determine the intervals of 

control of the environmental dangerous and harmful 

factors.  This is due to the fact that on the one hand, 

lowering this interval leads to unreasonable costs of factors 

values monitoring, and on the other hand, unreasonable 

interval value increase can ensure the absence of factors 

values registration that exceed permissible [14]. 

Therefore, the purpose of this study is determination of 

such an interval of workplace environmental physical 

factors control, which would ensure high monitoring 

reliability and the minimum data collection and processing 

duration (or cost). 
 

 

2. Materials and methods 
 

To achieve the goal were applied: analysis and 

synthesis of known scientific results on the topic of 

research, statistical analysis, mathematical modelling. 

Statistical data for determining the interval of control 

was recorded at regular intervals. 

Based on the analysis of workplace environmental 

physical factors values, three process groups were identified: 

 Non-stationary; 

 Stationary; 

 Conditional stationary. 

For workplace environmental physical factors, whose 

dynamics level is a non-stationary process, the control 
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interval can be determined by expert methods that are 

currently well understood [12,13]. In this study on 

stationary and conditional stationary processes was the 

focus. 

Conditional stationary processes were divided into two 

groups: 

1) Expectation and variance of process values does not 

significantly depend on time (variation of expectation 

within 15%); 

2) Processes in the values of which a trend component can 

be distinguished, and the remainder will satisfy the 

condition for limiting the variation in the mathematical 

expectation of the remainder within 15%: 
 

,txtxtx 21  (1) 
 

where tx  – the workplace environmental physical factors 

value which is investigated; tx1  – the value of the trend 

component of the process; tx2  – the value of the 

stationary component of the process. 

For conditional stationary processes, the control interval 

was determined by its stationary part. The regression 

approximation was used to highlight the trend component 

of the process [15]. 

Determination of the intervals of workplace 

environmental physical factors values control was carried 

out in two stages. At the first stage, the registered data of 

the workplace environmental physical factors values were 

processed by mathematical statistics methods (was 

determined mathematical expectation, variance, and 

standard deviation) and whether the process under study 

was stationary or non-stationary. At the second stage 

(provided that the process is stationary), the period during 

which the process is stationary, and the intervals of 

workplace environmental physical factors values control 

were determined. 

 

 

3. Results and discussion 
 

3.1. Processing registered data of the workplace 

environmental physical factors values using 

mathematical statistics methods 
 

At this stage mathematical expectation, variance and 

standard deviation should be determined. This allows you  

 

to determine a stationary process or non-stationary, as well 

as the stationarity period of physical factors values 

changes. 

The mathematical expectation was determined in 

accordance with the equation: 
 

,)i(x
n
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M

n
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where n – sample size. 

For small emission intervals of a random process x(t) 

(i.e. workplace environmental physical factors values 

changes), its level can be considered constant during such 

emissions: 
 

x(t0) = x(t0 + ), (3) 
 

where t0 – the moment when the emission begins;  

 – emissions duration. 

After the corresponding mathematical transformations, 

the distribution function was obtained: 
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where  – interval of workplace environmental physical 

factors values control; 
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Mathematical expression (4) can be converted to the 

form: 
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In equation (5) it was accepted
a4

b
)h(u ,  

where h – integration step, whose value the researcher 

establishes.  

In this case, the mathematical expression (5) will have 

the form: 
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or 

0
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where 
31

b

A2
A . 

Having replaced the integration variable, equation (7) 

can be transformed to the form: 
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The interval of workplace environmental physical 

factors values control  was determined provided that 

F , where  – confidence probability. 

Understanding the function x(t) as the workplace 

environmental physical factors values changes for a certain 

period of stationarity T, the following is true: 
 

T

Tt

dP
T

1
x(t)  , (9) 

 

where P  – workplace environmental physical factors 

value at time . 

It was accepted that L is the limiting value for 

workplace environmental physical factors for a certain 

class of harmfulness and danger, approved by regulatory 

documents. Then a graphic illustration of the change 

environmental physical factors over time and the period of 

stationarity T of random process x(t) the can be presented 

in the following form (Fig. 1) on the example of changing 

the dust concentration at a conditional workplace with 

harmful working conditions.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Dynamics of dust concentration values (stationary process) at a conditional workplace: 321 L ,L ,L  – the limiting 

value (approved by regulatory documents) of the harmful substances concentration in the working zone air, defining classes 

of working conditions, respectively 3(1), 3(2), 3(3)*; T – the period during which the process of dynamics of harmful 

substance values changes is stationary 
* Assessment of working conditions was carried out in accordance with the classification of working conditions, which is valid in Ukraine [10]. 

However, this method can be adapted to classify working conditions according to the degree of harmfulness and danger of another state 
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To calculate the intervals of control  with a given 

accuracy, it is necessary to determine in advance the above 

characteristics of the random process x(t). Obviously, the 

 value cannot exceed the T value, since in this case the 

physical factors values that exceed the L limiting value 

may not be recorded. Then the danger degree of the 

workplace will not be determined correctly. 

 

3.2. Determination algorithm of interval of 

harmful physical factors values control. 
 

Determination algorithm of interval of harmful physical 

factors values control is clearly illustrated in Figure 2. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Determination algorithm of the interval of 

workplace environmental physical factors values control 

From a physical view point, the quantity calculated by 

the above algorithm determines the such emission duration 

of the random process x(t) at which the emission 

probability of a smaller value is equal to some small 

number . In other words, if a discrete signal x(t) is 

received at the measuring system input with a sampling 

step, then such a system with probability no lower than  

(1 – ) will record an exceeding of the maximum 

permissible level. If the interval of control is chosen less 

than , then such a system will be good to control the 

behaviour of the function x(t) when it approaches the 

maximum permissible level, but the costs for the operation 

and maintenance of the system will increase. 

For sample size determination that is sufficient to 

determine the period of stationarity for a given confidence 

interval was proposed 
 

0R
2

1
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The 0R  value can be approximately expressed in 

terms of a second-order difference 
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It is not possible to directly determine the moments of 

the normalized correlation function because of its breaking 

point at  = 0. According to the results of studies, it was 

established [14] that the lower correlation function can be 

represented in the form: 
 

4
4

2
2

2 RR1R , (15) 

where 2
2 T187.2R ; 4

4 T313.1R  

3.2.  Determination algorithm of interval 
of harmful physical factors values control
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Also according to research it was found that the 

normalized correlation function has the following limits: 
 

T,T,1R
T

313.1
T

187.21

42

 

 

According to the determined values of the lower 

estimates R2, R4 and the results of the conducted research it 

is established: 
 

T3.0 . (16) 
 

It should be borne in mind that the probability is quite 

small (  = 0.05) exceeding the maximum permissible level 

of factors. At the same time, it is advisable to take the 

sampling step so that it is a multiple of the period of 

stationarity T (this is convenient when organizing a cyclic 

control and management algorithm), that is, the largest 

integer is selected that satisfies the condition: 
 

T3.0 . (17) 
 

The interval of workplace environmental physical 

factors values control ( ) corresponds to the most 

unfavourable dynamics of changes in hazardous and 

harmful factors. Therefore, It can be argued that with a 

probability of P = 0.95, all possible excesses of the 

normalized values (emissions) will be recorded. 

 

3.3. The practical application of theoretical 

propositions. 
 

The state of workplace environmental was analyzed on 

the basis of experimental data on physical factors values 

measuring of a glass and glass products manufacturing 

enterprise in the working area of transportation, preparation 

and materials mixing. The calculations were performed 

such values of the correlation coefficient: R = 0; R = 0.5;  

R = 0.75; and confidence coefficient  = 0.95, which 

corresponds to the argument of the Laplace function  

 = 1.95 and for value 1  = 0.05. The calculating 

results of the required number of measurements are 

presented in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. 

The required measurements number of the physical factors 

values 

Correlation 

coefficient (R) 
Measurements number (n) 

R = 0 
400

05.01

05.01
ln

95.12
n

2

 

R = 0.5 
200

45.15.0

55.05.1
ln

95.12
n

2

 

R = 0.75 
87

7.125.0

3.075.1
ln

95.12
n

2

 

 

Data from 200 measurements at 1 minute interval (for 

each of the eight workplace environmental physical 

factors) were used to obtain more accurate models to take 

into account the correlation coefficient within 0.5...1. The 

correlation coefficient and the period of stationarity were 

calculated. 

Table 2 shows the results of processing experimental 

data for actual workplace environmental physical factors 

values. 

According to the calculations results, it is established 

that the correlation coefficient between the factual sample 

and the sample formed using the determined control 

interval is within 0.74…0.88, which satisfies the condition 

R > 0.5 as intended. 

 

Table 2. 

The results of processing experimental data 

No. 
Name of environmental physical 

factors on the workplace 

Number of 

measurements (n) 

Correlation 

coefficient (R) 

Period of 

stationarity (T), min 

Interval of control 

( ), min 

1 Noise 200 0.88 28 9 

2 Vibration 200 0.77 20 7 

3 Dust 200 0.76 9 3 

4 Temperature 200 0.78 80 27 

5 Relative humidity 200 0.81 66 22 

6 Light 200 0.74 70 24 

7 Electromagnetic radiation 200 0.75 88 30 

8 Infrared radiation 200 0.76 92 31 

3.3.  The practical application of theoretical 
propositions
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Thus, experimental studies have shown that depending 

on the time the different physical factors have different 

duration of the stationarity period and, accordingly, 

necessitate a different interval for their control. Moreover, 

these intervals are very different from each other, which are 

connected with the peculiarities of technological processes 

of glass and products production. 
 
 

4. Conclusions 
 

Based on the results of theoretical and experimental 

studies, the following conclusions are formulated: 

1. The algorithm of workplace environmental physical 

factors values control is proposed, which helps to 

identify cases when the actual values of the factors 

exceed the limit values (according to the current 

regulatory documents). The use of such an algorithm 

contributes to more effective monitoring of safety at the 

workplace. 

2. A methodology has been developed for determining the 

interval of workplace environmental physical factors 

values control. It is based on the identification of 

patterns of change in the physical factors values. It is 

determined that with a constant technological process of 

production, the physical factors values are changed and 

at some time points can exceed the limit values. 

3. The experimental studies have shown that depending on 

the time the different physical factors have different 

duration of the stationarity period and, accordingly, 

necessitate a different interval for their control. 

Moreover, these intervals are very different from each 

other, which are connected with the peculiarities of 

technological processes of glass and products 

production. 

4. Was received that the interval of workplace 

environmental physical factors values control 

( T3.0 ) corresponds to the most unfavourable 

dynamics of changes in hazardous and harmful factors. 

Therefore, It can be argued that with a probability  

of P = 0.95, all possible excesses of the normalized 

values (emissions) will be recorded. 

5. The practical application of theoretical propositions 

showed that the correlation coefficient between the 

factual sample and the sample formed using the 

determined control interval is within 0.74…0.88, which 

satisfies the condition R > 0.5 as intended. 
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